), however these usually do not allow concurrent execution of events cont aining different timest amps. (Fujimoto, 1989b, Ghosh and Fujimoto, 1991) .
Reynolds has proposed a hardware mechanism to rapidly collect, operate on, and disseminate e synchronization information throughout a parallel simulation system (Reynolds, Jr., 1991 , Pancerella, 1992 1992 , Ball and Hoyt, 1990 , Lubachevsky et al., 1989 ).
The methods vary, but the basic idea is restrain Time
Warp from executing events "too far" in the future.
Protocols Based on Windows
One emerging theme in protocol research is to study protocols that constrain all concurrent simulation activity to be within some window of global synchronization time.
These protocols typically compute, distribute and are controlled by global system information. In this they reflect a philosophical shift away from the roots of parallel simulation in asynchronous distributed system theory. One promising aspect of these algorithms is their relative compatibility y with SIMD architectures.
The algorithms studied in (Chandy  and Sherman , 1989a , Nicol, 1992 , Ayani, 1989 , Steinman, 1991 , Gaujal et al., 1992 all compute a global minimum that defines a time beyond which no processor will venture until the next window "phase", but permit processors to execute concurrently up to that point. Performance of such protocols on SIMD architectures is reported in (Berkman and Ayani, 1991) and in (Gaujal et al., 1992 
